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PRESENTATION 

November 12   IPCAS General Meeting, 7 PM, University of Colorado Museum.   
 Dr. Douglas Bamforth, Warfare on the Plains. 

 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

General (lecture) meetings are held in the University of Colorado Museum, Dinosaur Room 
Second Thursday of each Month, at 7:00 PM.  The public is always welcome. 

 
Nov   5  Executive Board, Boulder Police Community Room, 7:30PM 
Nov 12  IPCAS General Meeting, 7 PM.  Dr. Douglas Bamforth. 
  Topic:  Warfare on the Plains. 

Doug will present information about archaeology at specific sites that 
provide stories regarding battles and warfare on the prehistoric great 
plains.  He warns that parts of the presentation gets very gruesome 
(even horrifying) and attendees should be prepared for some intense 
evidence.   

   
Dec    3  Executive Board, Boulder Police Community Room, 7:30PM 
Dec  10  Christmas Party, 7 PM, Location to be determined.   
   
Jan     7  Executive Board, Boulder Police Community Room, 7:30PM 
Jan  14  IPCAS General Meeting, 7 PM. Bob Powell. Topic: Copan. 
  
Feb    4  Executive Board, Boulder Police Community Room, 7:30PM 
Feb  11  IPCAS General Meeting, 7 PM.  Julie Francis 
  Topic:  Rock Art.   
  
Mar   4  Executive Board, Boulder Police Community Room, 7:30PM 
Mar 11  IPCAS General Meeting, 7 PM.  Rich Wilshusen 

Topic:  Southwestern Archaeology or Archaeology and The  
Computer Data Base. 

  
Apr    1  Executive Board, Boulder Police Community Rome, 7:30PM 
Apr   8  IPCAS General Meeting, 7 PM.  Larry Todd 
  Topic:  Archaic Bison Hunters of Northern Colorado. 
 
May   5  Executive Board, Boulder Police Community Rome, 7:30PM 
May 13  IPCAS General Meeting, 7 PM.  Kevin Black 
  Topic:  Human Burials. 
 

Post Office Box 
Did you have something returned from the IPCAS Post Office Box?  If so, please send it again.  The box is active once more.  
We are sorry about the inconvenience. 

 

 
Map of Parking at CU Museum 
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October – Regular Meeting 
Dr. Robert Brunswig - Mountain Lowland Archaeology of Southern France 

 
39 people attended an excellent presentation by Dr. Robert Brunswig.  Bob described his recent travels in France while 
examining the sites where evidence of Neanderthals have been found.  The presentation was like a travelogue with pictures and 
details at every stop.  Bob wove the scientific and archaeological records together with the images to help the viewers 
understand the circumstances of life for the Neanderthal.  Bob’s emphasis on climate and environment, then and now, assisted in 
that understanding. 

 
 

October – Special Meeting 
Drs. Ronald and Samantha Messier – Empires of Ancient Morocco 

 
The special meeting was attended by 31 people.  After a very interesting presentation by Dr. Messier regarding the 
archaeological history of the site, many questions from the attendees were answered.  One of the most interesting aspects of the 
presentation was Sam’s explanation of how grape pits (seeds) were used to evaluate the political and agricultural history of the 
site.  The slides were excellent and a great number of questions involved the mosque.  Ron explained how sects within the 
Moslem faith used different mosque orientations to Mecca or Jerusalem.  This was an enlightening lecture about a little-known 
area. 
 
 

Regular November Meeting 
Warfare on the Plains 

 
Doug Bamforth: “I got my BA at the University of Pennsylvania (1978) and my MA (1981) and PhD (1986) at the University of 
California, Santa Barbara.  My major research interests are in the Paleoindian occupation of the Great Plains, but I have field 
and/or research experience in the Colorado Rockies, the Great Basin, the Mojave Desert, coastal California, and southwest 
Germany.   
 
“The talk will address the fairly graphic evidence for high-casualty warfare on the pre-Contact Great Plains.  Anthropologists 
and others have repeatedly argued that such conflict was absent in North America until the European invasion of the continent, 
but archaeological data indicate unambiguously that this was not so.  I will discuss the history of Native American farming 
occupations on the Central and Northern Plains and the changes in these occupations resulting from environmental change 
during the late 1200's and 1300's, changes that culminated in substantial population shifts and, ultimately, extensive warfare”. 
 
 

Annual Christmas Party? 
 
We are looking for someone to host our annual Christmas Party.  If you would like to host this marvelous gathering, please 
contact Michael Landem or any other officer.  
 
 

1999 Nomination List 
 
The following is the slate of officers and board members for 1999.  We still have some open offices and could use another three 
or more board members.  If you are interested in one of these positions, or know someone who might be interested, please call 
Tom Cree, Kris Holien, or Michael Landem (the Nomination Committee). 

 
President  Open   
Vice-President   Jim Morrell  
Treasurer  Dick Owens   
Secretary  Cheryl Damon 
CAS Representative  Cindy Miller 
Professional Advisor  Dr. Robert Brunswig  
Project Information Officer Open  
PAAC Coordinator  Open  
Internet Manager  Doak Heyser   

         

Calumet Editor Tom Cree 
Membership Director Mac Avery 
Board Member Michael Braitberg 
Board Member Leni Clubb 
Board Member Ken Larson 
Board Member Piper Prillaman  
Board Member Hilary Reynolds-Burton 
Board Member Donna Shay   
Board Member Russell Smith 
Board Member                     Three positions open 
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Rediscovering America 
The New World may be 20,000 years older than experts thought 

By Charles W. Petit, U.S. News, Cover Story 10/12/98, Suggested by Ken Larson 
 
Late in the afternoon last May 17, a tired archaeological team neared the end of a 14-hour day winching muck to the deck of a 
Canadian Coast Guard vessel. It was in water 170 feet deep in Juan Perez Sound, half a mile offshore among British Columbia's 
Queen Charlotte Islands. For four days, team members had fruitlessly sieved undersea mud and gravel. Then, in the slanting 
light of sunset, a deckhand drew from the goop a triangular blade of dark basalt. Its sharp edge and flaked surface said this was 
no ordinary rock. Someone long ago sculpted it into a knife or other cutting tool. 
 
When Daryl Fedje, an archaeologist for Canada's national parks system, saw the 4-inch artifact, his jaw dropped in amazement: 
"I immediately recognized it as made by humans." For years Fedje has led efforts to find prehistoric evidence of human 
occupation in the misty, fiord-laced archipelago. This stone meant that people lived at a spot directly under the ship well before 
the end of the Ice Age, at a time when the sea level was far lower than today. 
 
The bit of basalt is just one stone. But from Alaska to near the tip of South America, bits of just such intriguing evidence are 
emerging that suggest the standard textbook story--that humans first settled the Americas by pouring down from Alaska about 
12,000 years ago--is wrong, perhaps very wrong. People may have gotten here thousands to tens of thousands of years sooner, 
over a longer period of time, by a wider variety of routes, and with a more diverse ancestry. If this proves true, it will force a 
rethinking of the whole concept of America: a land whose human history may be three times longer than imagined, and one 
where Columbus would have been just one of the last of many waves of "discoverers." 
 
"The bottom line is that people could have reached here a long, long time ago," says Dennis Stanford, chairman of the 
anthropology department at the Smithsonian Institution. Stanford is among a growing number of scientists advancing the still 
heretical belief that the first North Americans did not walk over in one main migration but came much earlier, and by boat. 
Under fire is the time-honored "Clovis-first" theory, named after a site in New Mexico where big, stone spear points were found 
in the 1930s (story, Page 60). The artifacts were left by a mammoth-hunting culture that appeared in North America a little more 
than 11,000 years ago. The Clovis people were real, but the standard textbook lessons about them may well be wrong. It now 
appears that they were not the first in the New World. "I think we're in a whole new ballgame of discovery about who the first 
Americans were and when they got here," Stanford says. 
 
That would spell the end of the heroic saga generations of schoolchildren have learned--of a great invasion of big-game hunters 
showing up on a virgin landscape. The peopling of the Americas is beginning to look more like a continuation of another, even 
grander, saga: the human occupation of the Old World that started perhaps 100,000 years ago. The peopling of Europe and Asia 
was an expansion featuring multiple migrations and an ebb and flow of cultures that, it now appears, may have washed into the 
Americas in a series of waves starting well before Clovis times, perhaps as early as 30,000 years ago. 
 
Scholarly rejection. Despite the primacy of the Clovis-first tale, some scientists never could quite embrace it. Over the years, 
hundreds of sites have been touted as older than the 11,200-year-old early Clovis sites, including Calico in San Bernardino 
County, Calif., endorsed in the 1960s by famed African anthropologist Louis Leakey as possibly more than 200,000 years old. 
But each time, at Calico and elsewhere, parades of outside experts said the "tools" were natural stones, or the dates were wrong, 
or supposedly human bones weren't human, or the charcoal was from a naturally caused wildfire, not a man-made hearth, or all 
that and more. The sites "have gotten their 15 minutes of fame, then disappeared into obscurity," said James Adovasio, 
professor of archaeology at Mercyhurst College in Erie, Pa. 
 
Adovasio has his own tale of scholarly rejection. Since 1973 he has led excavation of the Meadowcroft Rockshelter, a 43-foot-
high jutting cliff that provides protection from rain along its base. It looks out on Cross Creek, in rugged country 30 miles 
southwest of Pittsburgh. The landowner, Albert Miller, whose family has had the property since 1795 and operates a colonial-
era museum there, called archaeologists in the early 1970s to investigate his hunch about Indian traces under the overhang. 
Miller's instincts were right. "Everybody and his brother stopped here," marvels Adovasio. Using razor blades to peel layers 
away, his crews have uncovered a rich trove of relics--20,000 stone tools, woven  
goods, nearly a million animal bones, and 300 fireplaces loaded with charcoal, making it easy for scientists to calculate  
dates. (Scientists estimate the age of charcoal and other organic material by measuring how much radioactive carbon-14  
it contains. Living things absorb this isotope from the atmosphere; when they die, the radiocarbon begins to decay away. 
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Although new studies suggest that solar variations throw the scale off slightly--11,000 radiocarbon years may be closer to 
13,000 actual years, for instance--radiocarbon dating is still the gold standard for archaeological dating.  The cave was on a 
highway for traders, hunters, and migrants moving to and from the Ohio River Valley to the West. "If you were out camping and 
saw this place, this is where you'd stop, too," Adovasio says.  Every accepted cultural period in Indian history and prehistory is 
represented: the contemporary Iroquoian Seneca; earlier and closely related "woodland" societies that reach back 1,000 years; 
the so-called archaic groups to around 8,500 years ago; and Paleo-Indians, including the Clovis big-game hunters, to about 
11,000 years ago. 
 
Trouble came when Adovasio began saying in the late 1970s that charcoal from human-made fire pits deep in the excavated 
floor of the shelter carried dates going back more than 14,000 years, with some indications approaching 17,000 years. He ran 
into what he calls the "Clovis curtain" of resistance. Critics told him the charcoal that he presumed came from wood may 
actually have been contaminated by ancient coal or carbon in the local sediments, which would carbon-date much earlier. 
Adovasio retorts that what he calls the "Clovis mafia" peculiarly rejects only dates at his site that are older than Clovis but not 
younger material. Contamination would skew ages for everything, he points out, not just for the finds that run counter to 
standard theory. 
 
Accumulating evidence. But after years of being almost alone as a challenger of Clovis, Adovasio suddenly has company. 
Similar deposits are being reported by archaeologists at sites throughout the Americas, including one called Cactus Hill, in 
coastal Virginia. That project's leader, Joseph McAvoy of the privately supported Nottaway River Survey in Sandston, Va., can't 
discuss his newest findings because he's under a gag order from the National Geographic Society, which is helping pay for the 
excavation. But in a 1996 report, McAvoy described his discovery of possible pre-Clovis tools that Adovasio says look a lot like 
his at Meadowcroft. 
 
Evidence also has shown up in Wisconsin. For 10 years, David Overstreet, director of the Great Lakes Archaeological Research 
Center in Milwaukee, has excavated two mammoth butchery sites that he says are at least 12,500 years old, and where stone 
tools lie among giant bones and long, curved ivory tusks. Nearby are bones of two more of the extinct elephants, 1,000 years 
older, bearing what appear to be the distinctive cut marks made by people chopping out meat for food. The roughly shaped tools 
look nothing like the precisely grooved Clovis points. Overstreet figures that by the time any corridor through the glaciers 
opened, somebody had already been living for a few millenniums along the ice front, hunting the megafauna of the plains south 
of it. 
 
But the big break that persuaded many to rethink the conventional theory has come thousands of miles from Clovis in Monte 
Verde, Chile. There, archaeologist Tom Dillehay of the University of Kentucky has, for 20 years, been excavating wood, bone, 
and stone tools from rolling pasture land. Last year he was joined by a blue-ribbon group of archaeologists, including many who 
were skeptical of Dillehay's long-controversial assertions that the artifacts probably are at least 12,500 years old. The expert 
panel viewed the site and wound up agreeing with Dillehay: The tools bore no resemblance to those of the vanished Clovis 
culture. Dillehay and his Chilean colleagues now are planning more excavation to explore hints that people were at the site as 
many as 30,000 years ago. 
 
Some scientists say one needs only to study modern Indians to conclude that their ancestors got here before Clovis time. One 
hint is in genetic material passed down only from mothers to offspring, called mitochondrial DNA. Such genes carry a 
molecular clock--if a single population splits into isolated groups, the buildup of random, but distinct, mutations allows 
geneticists to estimate how long the original groupings have been separated. "For the last five years, the genetic evidence has 
been saying early, early entry" into the Americas, says Theodore Schurr, a geneticist at Emory University in Atlanta. When 
Schurr counts the mutations accumulated among American Indians, the molecular data are consistent with departures from Asia 
between 15,000 and 30,000 years ago. The analysis revealed three distinct families of mutations common among American 
Indians and found elsewhere only in Siberia or Mongolia. Strangely, about 3 percent of Native Americans also have a genetic 
trait that occurs elsewhere only in a few places in Europe. This could mean either that some Asian populations migrated both 
west, into Europe, and east to the Americas, or that Ice Age Europeans may have trickled into the New World many thousands 
of years ago, perhaps by skirting the Arctic ice pack over the North Atlantic. 
 
Linguists offer a remarkably parallel analysis. Johanna Nichols, a professor in the Slavic languages department of the University 
of California--Berkeley, counts 143 Native American language stocks from Alaska to the tip of South America that are 
completely unintelligible to one another, as different as Gaelic, Chinese, or Persian are from one 
another. The richest diversity of languages is along North America's Pacific coast, not along the Clovis group's supposed inland 
immigration route. California alone has dozens of dissimilar languages. 
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It takes about 6,000 years for two languages to split from a common ancestral tongue and lose all resemblance to each other, 
Nichols says. Allowing for how fast peoples tend to subdivide and migrate, she calculates that 60,000 years are needed for 140 
languages to emerge from a single founding group. Even assuming multiple migrations of people using different languages, she 
figures that people first showed up in the Americas at least 35,000 years ago. If archaeologists haven't found proof of such 
ancient events, well, "as a linguist, that's not my problem," Nichols shrugs. Clovis-first, she says, is "not remotely possible." 
 
The glacier highway. Even some geologists are taking a punch at Clovis primacy. "Recent work shows that the corridor 
[through the glaciers] was not open until 11,500 years ago," says Carole Mandryk, a geologist at Harvard University. "That is a 
pretty major problem for ideas that it was a highway for colonization within a few centuries." Mandryk's studies indicate the 
corridor would have been nearly impassable for a century or more, with little game or edible vegetation, and vast, boggy 
wetlands. "The corridor is 2,000 miles long," Mandryk says. "Let's say you are two young guys, and you carry as much food as 
you can, and you walk as fast as you can. It still takes you six months to get through. And then you run around and kill a lot of 
animals. Then you have to go back and tell everybody else to get their families and come on down." She blames the persistence 
of the Clovis-first theory on these "macho gringo guys" who "just want to believe the first Americans were these big, tough, fur-
covered, mammoth-hunting people, not some fishermen over on the coast." 
 
Just this summer, one longtime Clovis-firster abandoned the idea. For years, Albert Goodyear, associate director for research at 
the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology, has calmly supported Clovis. Monte Verde shook him just a bit. So in July, along 
the Savannah River at a site called Topper, he decided, just to be responsible, to keep digging below sediments dated to the 
Clovis era. All of a sudden, "we found a tool, and then another." For a solid yard down, scores of blades, flakes, and other 
human-crafted artifacts turned up. Goodyear told students and volunteers, yes, those sure look older than Clovis. "I had a 
paradigm crash right there in the woods. I felt like Woody Allen, like I had to turn and say to the audience, 'Why am I saying 
these things I'm not supposed to believe?' Just five years ago, nothing new was possible in American prehistory, because of 
dogma. Now everything is possible; the veil has been lifted." 
 
Finds such as Goodyear's are cause for celebration among long-suffering Clovis doubters. "The Clovis-first model is dead," 
proclaims, with some overstatement, Robson Bonnichsen, director of the Center for the Study of the First Americans at Oregon 
State University. He has made the center a clearinghouse for information about alternatives to Clovis-first. "I've felt there were 
people here more than 12,000 years ago from the start," he says. "We're finally getting the evidence to back that up." 
 
But not all Clovis-firsters are throwing in the towel. "I find Monte Verde quite unconvincing," says Frederick Hadleigh West, 
director of archaeology at the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, Mass., and editor of a recent 576-page compendium on the 
archaeology of Alaska and eastern Siberia. "There is really no credible, indisputable evidence of anything prior to Clovis. But 
with Clovis you have an undeniable outburst of people, appearing on an empty continent, spreading like mad. There is 
absolutely no [incontrovertible] evidence of people coming into the New World before 12,000 [years ago], or 15,000 if you 
keep them in Alaska." For Monte Verde to unseat Clovis-first, he said, "would be like Sudan conquering the United States." 
 
Not enough stuff. Another longtime Clovis-first adherent, geoarchaeologist Vance Haynes of the University of Arizona, was 
among the experts who last year endorsed the 12,500-year-old Monte Verde finds as legitimate. But he argues there isn't enough 
evidence to support the Meadowcroft and Cactus Hill material. And even if he can't rule out Monte Verde, Haynes says it should 
take more than one site--scientific fallibility being what it is--to refute the primacy of Clovis. "It has just six artifacts [stone 
tools]. If it is as old as it looks, and the dates do look solid, then there should be others like it. Until we find those, there are still 
questions."  
 
Those questions are profound. The Clovis people were real, but where did they come from? No tools in Alaska or Asia seem to 
foreshadow their distinctive fluted spear points. And how and when did people get to South America? Many authorities believe 
it would have taken people 7,000 years to have reached southern Chile from Alaska. Others say it could have been faster by 
boat. But the fact remains that while Clovis traces are abundant, evidence of older cultures is terribly hard to find. "Where are 
they?" asks David Meltzer, an archaeologist at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, who thinks the Monte Verde dates are 
accurate but remains puzzled. "I don't know. That is the exciting part about all this." 
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No single, simple theory has yet emerged to replace Clovis-first. But some of the stories that are emerging in attempts to answer 
those questions are as arresting as the original Bering land bridge and inland invasion saga. For one, there's the mystery of the 
people who chipped that basalt point Daryl Fedje's team found this spring off Canada's Pacific shore.  
 
The recovery of the tool was no random plunk with a bucket into the sea floor. Fedje and marine geologist Heiner Josenhans of 
the Geological Survey of Canada spent four years mapping the sea floor around the Queen Charlotte Islands. An array of sonar 
receivers revealed it as though it were viewed from a low-flying plane without any distortion from water; computer software let 
the researchers soar and loop low at will, as in a video game, among now-submerged valleys and hills. Fedje knew that if people 
were here more than about 10,000 years ago, they lived on that farther shore, near salmon, seals, shellfish, and other key food 
sources. Tribal lore of the present-day Haida nation includes tales of times when the islands were far larger and surrounded by 
grassy plains, and of subsequent, fast-rising oceans when a supernatural "flood tide woman" forced the Haida to move their 
villages to higher ground. Geologists agree with the traditional Haida view of their past: The islands were twice as large 11,000 
years ago, and the Pacific rose more than an inch per year for a millennium after that, as the glaciers melted. The Haida have 
been on the islands, which they call Haida Gwaii, a very long time. Whether it was their ancestors who left the stone point is 
unknown. Fedje and Josenhans are now poring over the maps of the vanished landscape, hoping to return in the next year or so, 
if they get the funding, with remotely controlled submarines to prowl the places some of the earliest Americans may have called 
home. 
 
But the origins of these coastal people remain a mystery. It seems unlikely that Clovis hunters could have scampered west along 
the ice sheet's southern edge, transformed themselves into a seagoing, salmon-catching, seal-spearing culture, and occupied 
Haida Gwaii within a few centuries of arrival. Hence the favorite hypothesis, first proposed more than 20 years ago but now 
supported by the Smithsonian's Stanford, Harvard's Mandryk, Fedje, and many others, is that many people migrated to the New 
World along the coast instead of overland. Travel may have been in small boats, perhaps covered in skin like traditional Eskimo 
and Aleut kayaks. If, as seems likely, people migrated during the height of the last Ice Age, between about 25,000 and 12,000 
years ago, they would have avoided glaciers calving into the sea. "There was boat use in Japan 20,000 years ago," says Jon 
Erlandson, a University of Oregon anthropologist. "The Kurile Islands [north of Japan] are like steppingstones to Beringia," the 
then continuous land bridging the Bering Strait. Migrants, he said, could have then skirted the tidewater glaciers in Canada right 
on down the coast. 
 
Evidence of other maritime cultures along the West Coast is coming in fast. Erlandson has uncovered remains of seagoing 
peoples who lived more than 10,000 years ago in the Channel Islands off Southern California. And last month, other scientists 
reported that two sites in Peru reveal people were living along its coast, subsisting almost entirely on seafood, nearly 11,000 
years ago, too long ago for the Clovis migration to have gotten there and spawned a maritime way of life. 
 
The Americas are big continents. Perhaps the earliest people just weren't very numerous and left little mark of their passing. Or, 
maybe most of them lived out on the then exposed continental shelf, retreating inland only when the end of the Ice Age raised 
the sea. Perhaps these people, driven inland, gave rise to the Clovis hunters. Well below the waves and under millenniums' 
worth of cold sediment, may lie the footprints, remains of meals, and discarded tools and campfire pits of a lost world. It is, 
indeed, a whole new ballgame in the search for the first Americans. 
 

MAMMOTH HUNTERS 
They came from the north 

 
The standard explanation of human arrival in the Americas is a stirring tale with mythic overtones, of fur-clad big-game hunters 
marching out of the far, frozen north to conquer a New World, an Eden whose immense beasts had never before seen human 
beings. This Clovis-first theory is under assault but has not yet crumbled, as scientists examine scanty evidence to decipher how 
North and South America were first occupied. The Clovis-first theory, named after an archaeological site near Clovis, N.M., 
proposes that, perhaps 15,000 years ago, Arctic-adapted peoples moved across a 1,000-mile-wide land bridge where the shallow 
Bering Strait today separates Alaska from Siberia. After being bottled up for a few thousand years by glaciers south of Beringia-
-the name given the combined land mass of Alaska and northeastern Siberia--about 12,000 years ago this vanguard moved down 
into what is now Alberta, traversing an ice-free corridor that opened through the glaciers just east of the Canadian Rockies as 
the Ice Age waned. Splitting into smaller groups and developing new cultures as they went, and bearing large families supported 
by the vast resources before them, these Paleo-Indians supposedly raced all the way to the tip of South America in 1,000 years 
or so. And, except for some later-arriving groups, including today's Inuits, or Eskimos, these people would have been the 
ancestors of nearly all of today's Native Americans.  
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Heavy artillery. Clovis-first arose from discoveries, starting in the 1920s, of chipped and shattered bones of bison and 
mammoths. These bones were the first proof that people had arrived in time to see, and kill, the last great beasts of the Ice Age, 
and that hunting may have contributed to the animals' extinction. 
 
Distinctive long spearheads, called Clovis points after the New Mexico site where they were discovered, have been found with 
bones of prey dated as much as 11,200 years ago. Hundreds of Clovis sites have been identified throughout North America, 
implying that wherever the hunters came from, their culture exploded across the landscape with astonishing rapidity. The robust 
Clovis points bear grooves or "flutes" carved in their bases where they attached to wooden shafts. Propelled with powerful 
atlatls, or throwing sticks, the stone-tipped spears served as heavy artillery as the newcomers butchered their way across North 
America's great plains in a virtual blitzkrieg.--C.W.P. 
 

KENNEWICK MAN 
A fight over the origins of ancient bones 

 
The hunt for the first Americans does not go without resistance: Witness the bitter court battle over the mysterious "Kennewick 
Man".  The central figure is a 9,300-year-old skeleton that has been packed in sealed plastic bags in a government lab for more 
than two years. Frustrated scientists, hoping desperately to scrutinize its bones and analyze its DNA, are up against an American 
Indian group that believes the bones belong to an ancestor and should be reburied with no further study. 
 
It is clear that the remains, named after a town near the spot on the Columbia River in southeast Washington where two college 
students found them in July 1996, are of a slender, middle-aged fellow bearing scars of a very rough life, including multiple 
fractures, a crushed chest, a withered arm, and a healed skull injury. It is the most complete and among the oldest of skeletons 
found in North America. 
 
When the bones were found, the Benton County coroner asked James Chatters, a local forensic anthropologist, to examine what 
looked like a possible homicide victim. Chatters thought the bones were older than that, but he thought they might belong to a 
19th-century settler. Then Chatters made what he now says was a big mistake: He labeled some of the man's facial features 
"Caucasoid," based on the fact that the narrow face, long head, and jutting chin were not an Indian's typically broad face, 
prominent cheekbones, and round head. 
 
But when Chatters spotted a stone projectile buried in a hip bone, he realized the bones were much older--that type of point 
disappeared from the region at least 4,500 years ago. A quickly arranged carbon dating test revealed the bones' age, and 
significance. Word got out, and all hell broke loose. Some people of European ancestry claimed Kennewick Man as a long-lost 
brother, even though the "Caucasoid" label now looks wrong. Instead, Chatters and physical anthropologists say, Kennewick 
Man looks more Asian than anything--a bit like the ancient Ainu people of Japan. These bones argue that the people who lived 
in the New World 9,000 years ago were more physically varied than today's Indians. 
 
Conflict. The legal battle over Kennewick Man was prompted by a 1990 federal law, the Native American Graves Protection 
and Repatriation Act, under which Indian relics found on U.S. property are to be offered to tribes affiliated with them. The 
bones were found on Army Corps of Engineers land. After Chatters had studied the bones for two weeks, the corps locked them 
up and offered them to the local Umatilla Indians, who said they would rebury them without further study. "Our elders have 
taught us that once a body goes into the ground, it is meant to stay there," said Armand Minthorn, a member of the tribe's board 
of trustees, who is sure the man is an ancestor. "We do not believe that our people migrated here from another continent, as the 
scientists do." 
 
Eight scientists, including Chatters and two from the Smithsonian Institution, sued the Corps of Engineers to block reburial, 
arguing that there is no evidence the bones are related to any living Indians. That is where things stand. A federal judge has 
ordered the Corps of Engineers and the Department of the Interior to figure out who gets the bones. It may be a year before the 
dust settles. 
 
Chatters said he has been painted as some "evil person" by Indian leaders. "They say it is their history, but I think when people 
start to try to control their own history and deny anybody from studying it, that's a mistake." Besides, his wife is partly of Indian 
ancestry, as are their three children. "It's my family history, too," he said. 
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Desert Wind 
By Leni Clubb 

 
Editor’s note: Leni wrote the “Desert Wind” column for the Calumet for many years.  We are fortunate to have her provide 
another in that long line of interesting articles.  There will be another in the January, 1999 issue.   
 
“Hello”, again, from the Yuha Desert at Ocotillo, California.  Just after receiving the latest issue of  the CALUMET and reading 
about the changes being made at Mesa Verde to eliminate the word, “Anasazi”, from the literature and signs, as well as other 
repatriation efforts there, an article by Chet Barfield, Staff Writer, appeared in the San Diego Union Tribune on October 6th.  
Dateline was: Ocotillo with headline “Ancestors, Artifacts Reburied With Honor”.  The following is a portion of the article that 
I would like to share with you. 
 
“In a back room of a tiny desert museum in Ocotillo, four Kumeyaay Indians from San Diego County are conducting a solemn 
ritual, preparing to take a long-lost loved one home.  With sage burning to purify their minds and hearts, the four men stand 
shoulder to shoulder as they rock sided to side, shaking gourd rattles and chanting an ancient song: “yahm a-way, hey, hey, may-
yahm poday, poday…”. 
 
“Before them on this late September morning was a small cardboard box into which they had gingerly placed a plastic bag, 
unopened and unexamined.  Inside, they were told, were fragments of a Kumeyaay cremation olla, or ceramic urn; a human 
tooth and 20 to 30 small pieces of burned bone.  They belonged to a child who died an estimated 1,000 to 2,000 years ago; the 
Indians said most Kumeyaay quit cremating their dead in this manner after the missionaries arrived in the late 1700’s. 
 
“The remains were unearthed in 1996 on a bank of the New River, about 10 miles east of here.  An archaeologist inspecting the 
site for the Imperial Irrigation District found them, exposed to the elements, and brought them to Ocotillo’s Imperial Valley 
College Museum, where they sat on a back shelf.  The details were not what mattered to the Indians, members of the Kumeyaay 
Cultural Repatriation Committee, a 12-member group representing the tribe’s various bands in San Diego County.  To them, the 
contents of this box were sacred and precious.  They would be taken to the Campo reservation and buried with traditional 
ceremonies.  They would be put back in the ground, where they belonged. 
 
“The songs we sang are talking about traveling.  We are letting him know we are taking him somewhere”. 
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 CALUMET - November, 1998 
 

Found Indian Bones 
Two Boys Unearth Several Skeletons Near Johnstown 

The Greeley Tribune, July 25, 1907 (yes, 1907) 
 
Parts of several Indian skeletons were found by two boys, Jesse Mann and Will Yost, on the Albert Becker ranch, fifteen miles 
southwest of here, a few days ago while digging a ditch.  When the boys realized that they had uncovered Indian graves, they 
carefully excavated, finding several perfectly preserved skeletons.  One was that of an Indian woman, whose skull was perfect 
with all its small white teeth in the jaw.  Rough wood placed around had rotted away and a colored blanket crumbled to dust 
when brought to the air.  In excavating, the wrist bones were broken and from them fell hammered copper bracelets.  Pearl shell 
ear ornaments and pear-shaped bone beads from one-half to three inches long were taken from the grave.  A handful of brown, 
red and blue beads used by the French in bartering with the Indians and large iron rings, probably used as anklets, were there.  
Another skeleton was probably that of an Indian brave, buried with accoutrements, such as arrowheads, tomahawks, etc. 
 
 

Chauvet Study Begins 
Spencer P.M. Harrington - Archaeology Magazine Online 

 
The French government has finally expropriated the land around Chauvet Cave and allowed a team led by Jean Clottes of the 
Ministry of Culture to begin a four-year research program.  The cave, with spectacular Paleolithic art, was discovered in 1994 in 
southern France (see "Stone Age Masterpieces Found," March/April 1995). In May, Clottes' 15-member team undertook the 
first of two two-week campaigns scheduled for this year. At least 25 new animal images were found. So far researchers believe 
that the cave was not used for human habitation. Although a hearth was found, Clottes feels it was possibly used to provide light 
for Paleolithic artists. Cave bears appear to have hibernated in the grotto, and the ground is littered with their bones. It is unclear 
how long the bears used the space before and after the artists. 
 
The team split into groups, one studying the floor, another making a computerized inventory of the art, and a third tracing the 
images. Those studying the ground found the hearth, numerous animal footprints, and pieces of flint belonging to the ancient 
artists. A group inventorying the images entered a description of each figure and a quick sketch into a data base. A third group 
took pictures of the images, scanned them into a computer, and made printouts that were then traced onto transparent paper. 
Clottes predicts that tracing all of the images will take far longer than the four years allotted to the project. 
 

Membership Renewals 
The following members have renewals due in November: 
 Fredric J. Athearn, Dorothy & Yardley Beers, Warren Bradshaw, Kevin Gilmore, Jim Morrell. 
 
The following members have renewals due in December: 
 Mac Avery, Barbara Mallot, Steve Montgomery, William Rosquist, Thomas Van Zandt. 
 

The Calumet - 15 Years Ago 
Jean Kindig has consented to host the annual Christmas Party.  The dues for 1985 were $15 for individuals and $22 for families.  
Dr. Hannah Huse talked about the Earl H. Mossis Kawaika collection of Hopi ceramics – the topic was entitled, “From Pots to 
Potters”.  The next PAAC class for IPCAS was “Laboratory  Techniques”.  
 

The Calumet - 10 Years Ago 
The annual Christmas Party was planned for the home of Ann Phillips.  Annual dues for 1990 were $20 for individuals and $25 
for families.  Brent Wheeler, chapter member and City of Boulder Open Space Ranger, wrote a lengthy draft on guidelines to 
protect cultural resources on Boulder’s open space.  Laura Viola wrote an article about the West Arapahoe Project, partially to 
perform archaeological survey of the area near Canyon Blvd. and Arapahoe Ave., where a connecting bridge over Boulder 
Creek was to be built – seven chapter members surveyed Eben Fire Park. 
 

The Calumet - 5 Years Ago 
Janet Lever presented a “Holistic Approach to Viewing and Recording Rock Art”, describing how to approach rock art 
problems.  The 1994 slate of officers was: President – Steve Montgomery; Vice-President – Ken Larson; Secretary – Maureen 
Arthur; Treasurer/Membership – Jeannie Hamilton; Board of Directors – Pam Baker, Ann Hayes, Sue Lippincott, Dock 
Teegarden, Hilary Reynolds.  
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1998 Officers and Board Members 
President Michael Landem (303) 499-9877  mlandem@netone.com  
Vice-President  Martha Patterson (303) 651-2596    mmpatte@uswest.net 
Treasurer Dick Owens (303) 650-4784 rowens@creosintl.com 
Secretary Kristine Holien (970) 586-8982 kris_holien@nps.gov 
CAS Representative Sloan Schwindt (303) 530-5712 
Professional Advisor Jean Kindig (303) 443-1702 archaeomom@idcomm.com 
Project Information Laura Viola (303) 442-2019 
PAAC Coordinator Morey/Janet Stinson (303) 530-7727 mstinson@cris.com 
Internet Manager Doak Heyser (303) 678-5728 doak@indra.com 
Calumet Editor Tom Cree (303) 776-7004 tlc@lanminds.net 
Membership Director Mac Avery (303) 499-3455 averycompany@sprintmail.com 
Board Member Michael Braitberg (303) 443-7190    mbrait@ix.netcom.com 
Board Member Leni Clubb (760) 358-7835 leniwaa@inreach.com 
Board Member Cheryl Damon (303) 678-8076  cherdam@compuserve.com 
Board Member Ann Hayes (303) 494-3773 annhayes@compuserve.com 
Board Member Ken Larson (303) 469-2228  kglarson@ix.netcom.com 
Board Member Cindy Miller (303) 415-9564 cindy@cindymiller.com 
Board Member Steve Montgomery (303) 443-4414 
Board Member Jim Morrell (303) 652-2874 jmorrell@gateway.net 
Board Member Hilary Reynolds-Burton (303) 530-1229 hilary@plugin.com 
Board Member Donna Shay (303) 443-3273  
Board Member Russell Smith (303) 776-5503 rdsmith@lanminds.net 
 

Please check the club web-site at: http//www.coloradoarchaeology.org 
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of the Colorado Archaeological Society 
P.O. Box 18301 
Boulder, CO  80308-1301                                                                                                    

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION - INDIAN PEAKS CHAPTER 
 

 ____ Individual  $25 / Year ____ New __________ Date 
 ____ Family  $28 / Year ____ Renewal  
 
 NAME ___________________________   TELEPHONE (____)__________ 

 ADDRESS ________________________   E-MAIL ____________________ 

 CITY _____________________________  STATE ______ ZIP___________ 

 Please make check payable to:    Indian Peaks Chapter, CAS 
 Mail to:  PO Box 18301 
   Boulder, CO  80308-1301 
 When you join or renew, send a #10 SASE and you will receive a membership card, a 
 member list, and a copy of our bylaws.  You will receive the Calumet, our monthly 
 newsletter, and Southwestern Lore, the quarterly publication of the Colorado 
 Archaeological Society.  And you will have opened the door to Colorado Archaeology. 
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